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ABSTRACT 
The paper extends the results obtained by Fuhrmann and Ober on Hankel 
approximation. With an arbitrary transfer function G we can associate-using left- 
and right-coprime factorization-two all-pass functions u and U and also a function 
R* (called the characteristic function of G) which is connected with the LQG 
controller of the function G. We analyse the connections between the Hankel 
operators Hp, H,* and g,, fin, and also establish a one-to-one correspondence 
between the optimal Hankel approximation of H,* and that of Hp with some 
additional property. Finally, the duality results on Nehari complements and Hankel 
approximations are extended. 0 Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is in some sense a continuation of the work started by 
Fuhrmann [5] and Fuhrmann and Ober [6] on model reduction and robust 
control. 
*This work was partially supported by the Hungarian Scientific Research Foundation No. T 
015668. 
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The problem of dynamic stabilization of finite-dimensional plants leads to 
a polynomial coprime factorization, the solution of which is not unique. But 
by adding some additional normalizing restrictions we can make it essentially 
unique. Namely, if G is a rational plant, then the left (right) coprime 
factorization 
is normalized if 
G = NM-’ = a-‘@ 
and 
N*N+ M"M=l. 
In order to find the stabilizing controllers of G 
coprime factorization of G, i.e. the solution on 
[YF -,“I[; ;I= 
(see Vidyasagar [15], Jonckheere and Silverman 
we may consider the doubly 
H" of the equation 
z 0 
[ 1 0 z 
[ll], Francis [3]). 
The Hankel operator H,*, where R* = M* U + N* V, is closely related 
to the LQG controller of G; for example, the maximum stability margin can 
be computed from the norm of this operator (Glover and McFarlane [S]). 
Let us observe that the functions 
are all-pass, and 
R*=[M N]* ' [v]. [-N a][;]=o. 
In this paper we focus on these elements of the construction, and we do 
not analyse the direct connection of robust control with our results, although 
that problem gives the motivation of our work. So, as a starting point, we 
consider two analytic functions 
U(= [-iv Ml)> u=f, i [ I) 
with the property 
u u=o, 
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assuming that VU* = I, U*U = 1. Based on these assumptions (without 
assuming the rationality of these functions), we carry out the construction of 
the chFract_eristic function R* , and we analyse the Hankel operators ZZU,, H,* 
and H,, H,. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 3 analyses the kernel spaces of 
the various Hankel operators defined by V, U and shows the decomposition 
of the corresponding L2 spaczs. 
Section 4 proves that H,-Hu, and fii, Hu* are unitarily equivalent, 
extending the similar result in Fuhrmann and Ober [6]. 
Section 5 gives a solution of the Bezout equation in our infinite-dimen- 
sional setting, using dilation theory as a tool. Here we introduce the charac- 
teristic function R* and establish a connection between the Hankel operators 
H,* , Hu,. 
Section 6 deals with Hankel approximation problems. We show how to 
transform a solution of the optimal Hankel approximation problem for H,. 
into a solution of the similar problem for Hu* with some special property. 
Section 7 analyses the connection between the maximal singular vectors of 
H,* and Hp. 
Section 8 shows that in the case when R is a square function, then the 
solutions of the Hankel approximation problems for u* and U are in the 
same connection as U* and U. Namely, in the rational case they are 
normalized coprime factors of the same function, and the corresponding 
characteristic function is an optimal Hankel approximant of R*. Moreover, 
the ranks of these optimal solutions coincide. This generalizes and makes 
explicit the similar statements in Fuhrmann and Ober [6, Theorem 12.1 and 
Corollary 12.11. 
Section 9 is devoted to the Nehari problem and the (n - I)st-order 
Hankel approximation problem in the rational case. 
Finally let us mention an advantage of the approach presented here which 
at the same time can be also considered as a drawback. In contrast to the 
polynomial, functional approach taken by Fuhrmann and Ober [6], which is 
highly computational, we use Hilbert-space methods. This makes it easier to 
concentrate on the important points in the proofs: the computational com- 
plexity does not hide the main steps in the construction. On the other hand, 
we do not give explicit formulae to compute the singular vectors in a given 
parametrization, which can be very important in practical applications. 
2. NOTATION 
Denote by D, U the open unit disc and the unit circle, respectively, of the 
complex plane C. 
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Let N be a separable Hilbert space. Denote by Li the Hilbert space of 
all (equivalent classes) weakly measurable square-integrable N-valued func- 
tions (defined on U), i.e. 
(2-l) 
where IIF(e”)ll denotes the pointwise norm in N. Every element in Li can 
be written as an infinite series 
F= 2 fkeikt, fkEN. 
k= --cc 
In this case 
llFl12= f Ilf#* 
k= --m 
(2.2) 
The sequence fk comprises the Fourier coeficients of F. 
The space Hi is the subspace of L% containing the functions with 
vanishing negatively indexed Fourier coefficients. Functions F(eit) in Hi 
have analytic continuations F(z) into D. 
gi denotes the orthogonal complement of Hi in Li. 
H,f N stands for the functions with vanishing positively indexed Fourier 
coefficients. 
Denote by PN+, or briefly by P+, the orthogonal protction of Lk onto 
Hi. Likewise, Pi or P- denotes the projection onto Hi. In general, Pr, 
denotes the projection onto the subspace A. 
In a similar way we can define the operator-valued functions. If M, N are 
separable Hilbert spaces, then a weakly measurable function 
A : % + B( N, M) is in LmBcN, Mj 
if 
II Allm = esssup{ll A(e”) 1110 < t < 2~) (2.3) 
is finite. 
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Again, every element A E LmgCN, ,,,) has an infinite series expansion 
A(eif) = e Akeit, 
k= -m 
where A, E B(N, M) for all k E i!. 
The space HicN, Mj is the subspace of LicN Mj containing the functions 
with vanishing negatively indexed Fourier coeffkients. Functions Aceit) in 
H: have analytic continuations A(z) into D. 
If g E L” then M, denotes the operator of multiplication by g. S, (or 
briefly S, if there is no danger of confusion) denotes the shift operator-i.e. 
the multiplication operator z = M,--defined on Li. Obviously, MZ Hi c 
Hj. 
According to Theorem 11-12-21 in Fuhrmann [4], every bounded linear 
operator A from H, 2 into Hi which can be exchanged with the appropriate 
shift operators (i.e., AS, = S, A) can be induced by a function A E HIcN, Mj 
such that 
(AF)(z) =A(z)F(z). 
Also, II Allm = suplzl < 1 ]I A(z)]]. In a similar way, if a bounded linear operator 
A from L$ into LL satisfies the identity AS, = S, A, then it can be 
induced by a function A E L&N Mj such that ( AFXz) = A( z)F(z). 
For a bounded linear operator A : L”, -+ Lk, A* denotes the adjoint 
operator. If A is induced by the function A(z), then its adjoint is induced by 
A*(z) = A(Z)*. 
In view of these theorems, we do not distinguish in the terminology the 
function A and the operator induced by A. 
For the function A in LmBcN, Mj the Hankel operator HA : Hi + fii is 
defined as follows: 
H,F = PLAF forall FE Hi. (2.4) 
Ei* : 17,” + Hi denotes the involuted Hankel operator defined as 
f&F = P;AF for all F E Ej. 
TA : Hi + Hi denotes the Toeplitz operator where 
T,F = P; AF forah FE Hi. 
(2.5) 
(2-G) 
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f* : i?; --) H i denotes the involuted Toeplitz operator where 
fAAF = P;AF -2 forall FE H,. (2.7) 
A function A E HzcN Nj is an inner function if its boundary values on T 
are unitary operators on ‘N a.e. The function A E L&N Mj is called strictly 
nonyclic if there exists an inner function Q E HzcN, N; (or equivalently an 
inner function Q E HicM, Mj) such that 
and 
Hi 8 Ker HA = QH; (2.8) 
(see Fuhrmann [4]). The following characterization of strictly noncyclic 
functions can be found in Fuhrmann [4], which generalizes the so-called 
Douglas-Shapiro-Shields factorization. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Fuhrmann). The function A is strictly noncyclic if and 
only if A has the factorization 
A=BQ*+C 
where the factors are in the appropriate H” spaces and Q, Q are inner 
functions. Moreover, we can assume that B, Q are right-coprime and C, Q 
are left-coprime. 
3. DECOMPOSITION OF THE L, SPACES 
Let N, M, and K be separable Hilbert spaces such that N = M @ K. 
Assume that we are given two strictly noncyclic functions 
such that 
u*u=z, m* = I, (3.2) 
Ker 0 = Im U, Ker U* = Im fl* (3.3) 
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(considering them as operators on the appropriate L2 spaces) and 
U*(H;) n R‘$ = 0, (3.4) 
U( 17,2) n H,$ = 0. (3.5) 
(In particular, V* and U are isometrics.) 
Denote by %Y = [U v* ] the operator mapping Li CB Li into Li. Since 
N = M @ K, the space L& @ Li can be identified with Li, so % can be 
considered as a function in L&,,, Nj. We are going to prove that ?Y defines a 
unitary operator. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. 
%!*‘2/=Z and %!%*=Z. (39 
Proof. The first identity is a direct consequence of the definition of U 
and 0. Concerning the second equation, the operator ZV* is idempotent, 
and its range is closed in L",. On the other hand, since Ker ?Z* = 0, its range 
is dense, and consequently coincides with Ls . ??
PROPOSITION 3.2. 
ImU* nfii= U*(Hi) and ImUfl Hj = U(Hi); (3.7) 
u( Hi ) is dense in Hi, and U* ( fij ) is dense in Hi. (3.8) 
Proof. (3.7): Obviously Im v* = !?*( 2: > @ u* (Hi). So 
using the assumption (3.4) and the fact that V* ( fii ) c K?j. 
(3.8): If 5 E Hi and 5 I g( Hi), then v*t I Hi; consequently o*,$ E 
ai. Thus 5 = 0 in view of (3.5). 
The other identities can be proved similarly. ??
Observe that*the assumption (3.4) implies that 11 Hp .$[I < II 511 for all 
5 E Hi. Also I(H,qll < I/VII for all 77 E Hi, due to (3.5). 
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It is easy to prove (cf. Lemma 3.3 in Fuhrmann and Ober [S]) that if we 
do not assume (3.4), then there exists a left inner divisor Q0 of Q (where 
U = PC is the left coprime factorization given by Theorem 2.1) such that 
Define 
W, = Hi f7 Im U = U(Hi), (3.9) 
Wz=KerU*nHi=ImU*nHi=U*KerHGS, (3.10) 
Vi = fii n Im V* = !?*(ei), (3.11) 
V,=KerUr‘lgj=ImUnHi=UKerg,. (3.12) 
Proposition 3.2 implies-since U and !?* define isometric operators-that 
ImU=W,@VZ63[U(~~)0(ImUnli,Z)], (3.13) 
Im o* = V, B, W, @ [U*(H$) 8 (Im u* n Hi)]. (3.14) 
Also 
H; = W, @ W, @ [Hi 0 (w, @ w2)] > (3.15) 
fl; = v, @ v, @ [S; 0 (Vi @ &,I. (3.16) 
Obviously L% = Im U Q Im !?* = Hi CB Ei. 
THEOREM 3.1 (cf. Theorem 3.1, Theorem 3.2, and Lemma 3.5 in 
Fuhrmann and Ober [6]). 
(i) Ker H,* = W, +B W, and Kerl?ig= V, @I’,. 
(ii) The Hankel operator H,* is a multiplication operator on Hi 8 n 
Ker H,*, and the involuted Hankel operator Hg is a multiplication operator 
on ffi e_Ker k?~. 
(iii) U Ker H,* = Ker Ho* and U* Ker l!?u = Ker g, 
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(iv) 0 is one-to-one on Hi 8 Ker HU*, and @Hi 8 Ker H,*) is a dense 
subset of Hi 8 Ker Hue. Likewise, U* is one-to-one on R$ 8 Ker Eiu, and 
U*(Hi 8 Ker iv) is a dense subset of Hi 8 Ker ii,. 
(v) If 3 _L Ker Hp then !?*t I Ker HLi*, and if 77 I Ker i?u then 
UT I Ker H,-. 
(vi) The operator P$ o* from Hi 8 Ker Hp into Hi 8 Ker H,* is a 
quasiafinity(i.e., it is one-to-one with dense range), and so is the operator 
Pi Ufrom Hi 8 Ker Z?u into fli 8 Ker Hn. 
Proof. Becase of symmetry we are going to prove these statements only 
for the function U; the others can be checked by similar reasoning. 
(i): Obviously W, @ W, C Ker H,*. Now, if .!j E Hj and IJ*t E Hi, 
then UU *& E W,, 5 - UU*t E W,; consequently 5 E W, @ W,. 
(ii): Observe that if 5 E Hi and 5 I W, = U( Hi), then U*t I Hj, i.e. 
U*t E 17,“. This proves (ii), and we obtain also that 
U*( Hi 8 Ker H,,) is a dense subset of Z?,2 8 Ker ii,. 
Similarly, if n E fli and n I V, = u* (a:), then on E Hi. So 
-- 
U(H; 8 K er ZY?,) is a dense subset of Hi 8 Ker Hp. 
(iii): In view of(i), fl Ker H,* = 
= 0 and vi?* = 1. 
@W, @ W,) = Ker Hp because !%V, 
(iv): Let us remark first that (iv) is not an immediate consequence of (iii), 
because 0 is not an isometric operator. But, if 7~ E Ker Hu* C Hi, then 
!?*n E W,, so for all .$ E Hi 8 (W, @ W,) we have that 
(a, 77) = (5, u*Td = 0. 
The density follows from Proposition 3.2. Also, if @ = 0, 5 E Hi, then 
.$ E Hj f~ Im U = W,, so U is one-to-one on Hi 8 Ker H,*. 
(v): If n E Ker H,*, then 61 E Ker Hp so (v) follows. 
(vi): Assumption (3.4) and (v) imply that no element in Hi 8 Ker H,-* is 
mapped to zero by the operator PC U*. On the other hand, since (iv) claims 
that @Hi 8 Ker H,,) is a dense subset of H; 8 Ker Hp, there is no 
element in v* (Hi 8 Ker Hp > which is orthogonal to Hi 8 Ker H,* , so 
the operator in (vi) has a dense range. w 
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The following diagrams partly summarize the results of this section: 
KerI?g a: 8 Kerfiu -% Ht 8 Ker Hp Ker Hp 
bJ* Ju* To to 
Ker Gi, fli@Kerfi, z Hi 8 Ker H,* Ker Hue 
Hk 8 Ker Hp 2 v*(Hi)e (ImU* n Hi) 
GJ 
Hi 8 Ker Hue 
4. CONNECTIONS BETWEEN THE HANKEL OPERATORS 
In the previous section we have analysed the connections between the 
kernel and range spaces of various (involuted) Hankel operators. Now, we are 
going the show that the Hankel operators themselves are in close connection. 
THEOREM 4.1. The operators 
(8 $JH~IH;~K~~H~* and fiiUHU*I~,+e~er~L,*, 
(ii) Hp ~?~IK;~K~~H^~ and Hut ~uI~;e~ertiu 
are unitarily equivalent. 
Proof. We are going to prove only the first part of this theorem, because 
(ii> follows from similar considerations. The proof is based on the following 
well-known identity. If A E L&N Nj, B E LmgcN j, then 
T AB - TATB = Z-iAHB. (4.1) 
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This implies that if AZ3 = BA = cl, where c is an arbitrary scalar, then 
z-&H,T,= T,&H,, (4.2) 
mapping HG into HN. 2 This is immediate from applying the previous identity 
for AB and BA and multiplying them by TA from the left and right, 
respectively. (This argument for the scalar case with c = 1 can be found in 
Peller and Hrushtsev [13].) 
Apply (4.2) for the functions g and Y*. We get that 
Using that ?L = [V !?*I and that U E HLcK, Nj, 2~ E HzcN, Mj, straightfor- 
ward calculation gives that 
&H,*T~, = T&H,-*, (4.4) 
mapping Hi into Hi. 
This identity can also be proved by a direct computation. We know that 
BJ*=ZandalsoO*U+UU*=Z,soif~~H~then 
Comparing the first and the third expressions and using that the Hankel- 
oper$or H,* is &st a multiplication operator on the subspace Im Tc* c 
Im H, and-also Hg_is a multiplication operator on Im Hg*, we get (4.$). 
Since HUH,*, H~HH,-, are self-adjoint operators and TV, : Im Hg + 
Im H, is one-to-one and has dense range, we can invoke Theorem II-:-9 in 
Fuhrmann [4], implying that there exists a unitary operator p+ : Im Hu + 
Im Z?, such that 
This proves (i). 
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REMARK. The operator pg* is the isometric part in the polar decomposi- 
tion of the operator Tg, II,,, gu. (See Fuhrmann [4].) It can be computed as 
p6* = (To*T$*)-l’zT&m iv, 
where -l/2 denotes the positive square root of the self-adjoint operator. 
In a similar way, if pu, &, ju; denote ihe isometric (in fact unitary) 
parts of the operators Tul Im tiL,, T, I I,,, “,+, T,* 1 F* , respectively, then we 
obtain 
. n 
H,* H,&,* = pu* Ho* H&m Hue. 
THEOREM 4.2. 
pu*l?g = -ti”& (4.5) 
A p,,HU’ = -H- cJ* PS* (4.6) 
Proof. Starting with the identity UU* + V* V = I, we obtain that 
On the other hand, P$ + Pi = Z and UU = 0; consequently 
The operators P~UU*IF;, P,‘fl*ul Hi are self-adjoint and positive semidefi- 
nite, so we can take the positive square roots. It follows that 
p,‘u*u(p,-uu*lg)1’2 = (q,‘V*r;)““P,‘u*ulq. 
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Using again the identity UU* + 8* V = I in the last factor on the right-hand 
side, we obtain that 
This gives immediately that 
= -[P,+U]U*(P,-UU*)-1’21~~,Kerljg. (4.7) 
Proposition 3.1 implies that 
This proves (4.5). The second statement follows from a symmetric argument. 
W 
In the finite-dimensional case (when the functions fl, U are rational 
functions), (4.6) of the theorem means that the Hankel operators Hp and 
Hut have the same singular values and also the singular vectors are mapped 
into each other by unitary transformations. This is a generalization of Theo- 
rem 6.2 in Fuhrmann and Ober [6], which states the result about the singular 
values using a different argument. 
5. EXISTENCE OF ANALYTIC INVERSE FUNCTIONS 
As we have seen, the assumptions (3.2), (3.3) imply that %! = [U o* ] is a 
unitary function; in particular, there exists an inverse function of %. Now we 
are going to prove that under some stronger assumptions the functions U, V 
have analytic inverses. 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume-besides (3.1)-(3.5)--t&t 
ti( Hj) = H; and U*(pi)=fli. (5.1) 
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Then there exist functions V, E HicM, Nj and vL E 2&N, Kj such that 
-- 
v,u = 1, W,=l. (5.2) 
Proof. We have proved in Theorem 3.1(k) that o( Hi 8 Ker H,,) is 
dense in Hi 8 Ker Hu*. The assumption (5.1) implies &at now it coincides 
with it. On the other hand, the operator induced by U is one-to-one on 
Hi 8 Ker HU*, so there exists a bounded inverse. Denote it by 
We are going to show that it can be exchanged with the compressed shift 
operator. If 77 E Hi 8 Ker H,*, 5 E Hi 8 Ker Hg*, and 07 = 5, then 
It follows that Z can be induced by a function v (taking a dilation of V) such 
that 
V(H;) c Hi, v( Ker Hp) C Ker H,*, 
and 
- 
% = PrH&eKer HUs ‘6 for all 5 E Hi 0 Ker Hp. 
Obviously, if 5 E Hi 8 Ker Hu* then 
so 
5 - 8( E Ker Hu* 
Now define 
if (’ E Hi 8 Ker HQ* . 
(5.4) 
v, = v* + uu*v. 
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Clearly 
iivL = 1. 
We are going to show that 
implying that 
If (E KerHu*, then v*[ E H; and 76 E W, $ W,, so v( = Ucr + 
u*/3, (Y E Hi, /3 E Ker Hp. This im@es that vL 5 = !?*& + Ucr E Hi. 
If 5 E Hi 8 Ker H+, then 5 = Uq, 77 E Hi 8 Ker H,* [using the as- - 
sumption (5.1>], so V[ = 17 + Ucx + fl*/3, (Y E Hi, P E Ker Hp. This gives 
that 
-- 
&=(U*U+UU*)~+UCY=~+U~EH,$ 
Similar argument gives the existence of the function V,. ??
REMARK. Let us observe that the proof of this theorem gives also that 
v,< Hi 8 Ker Hg*) c (Hi 8 Ker H,*) ~2 W,. More precis.ly, if 6 E Hi 8 
Ker Hu* then V,t = 77 + Uo, where v E Hi 8 Ker H,*, Ur] = 5, and (Y E 
Hi. Similarly, if 5 E Ker Hu*, 
such that qL(= 77 + Ucu. 
then there exists an 77 E Ker H,* , a E Hi, 
REMARK. We note that the solution set of the equation W = Z can 
obviously be parametrized by the set of functions 4 E LmBcM, Kj as V = V, + 
Uq. Since U*(az) = I?,“, we have V E HIcM, Nj if and only if q E HicM, Kj. 
Set 
R* = U*v,, R* = -v fj* L . (5.6) 
REMARK. Modifying the definition of 7, with an appropriate Uq term 
(and V, and &>, we can assume that R, R E HzcK Mj. Since, in general, we 
do not use this property of the function R, we are going to state it explicitly 
when required. 
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THEOREM 5.2. The Hankel operators her-mined by R* and R* coin- 
cide. Moreover, 
(5.7) 
Ker H,* = Ker Hp , Ker l?, = Ker Z!?, ; 
in other words, the following diagram is commutative: 
(5.8) 
Proof. Obviously the Hankel operators HE*, Hp map the space Hi 
into pi. 
If(EH~8KerH~*,then~=Ur],~EH~eKerHu*,so~L~=~+ 
UCX, (Y E Hi, i.e. R*t = U*T/ + (Y. This implies that 
(Let us observe that in this case HE 5 # 0.) On the_other hand, den$e 
A = - Hp 5. Then A = PFV, PG o* Ur]. Since Pi u* UT E i?i 8 Ker Ho, 
we obtain-using the construction of V,-that 
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But u* 0 + UU* = 1 and 7) E Hj, so 
P,-U( A - u*q) = 0, 
i.e. 
P,-U( h - piu*r]) = 0. 
At the same time h, Pi U*q E 2: 8 Ker i, and P; U is one-to-one on this 
subspace, so it follows that 
H,-ek = A = H,*v. 
This proves that HE* = Hp, H,*U = H,*, and Ker H,* = Ker Ho*. 
Similar argument gives the proof of the other statements. W 
REMARK; It can be *proved (see Fuhrmann and Ober [6]) that the 
operators H, H,* and H,-Hp are interchangeable, so, especially in the 
finite-dimensional case, they have the same stable singular vectors. Moreover, 
Z&Hoi, =ti,H,.(Z+ti,H,,)j'; 
H,& = H,.I?,(Z + H,.Zi,)-', 
and 
so in particular the isometric (in fact unitary) part ?f H,* defines a unitary 
equivalence between HoH~IH;~K~~H~* and H,* HLTIii,2e~er~l.. 
REMARK. An immediate consequence of Theorem 5.1 that there exists a 
solution of the set of equations 
[ 1 ;[v + z O [ 1 0 I’ (5.10) 
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Namely, let us observe that v, and V, satisfy the equations 
v; = u + VW,*, 
implying that V,v, = (U* + V,u*u)@* + 
Thus, in view of the previous theorem, 
VL.v, E H&J). 
Defining 7 = v= - W,v,, we get that 
V,v = 0 and i%‘= 
proving the identity above. 
uu*V) = v,v* + u*v,. 
1, 
6. HANKEL APPROXIMATION PROBLEMS 
In this section we are going to establish some connections between the 
Hankel approximations of H,* , Hp , and H,. . The roots of this considera- 
tion can be also found in Fuhrmann and Ober [6]. 
Let us start with the following observation: Since 
Ilv, - Uqll, = U’“; - 9 
II II 
= (1 + 11u*v, - qlly, 
cc 
a standard one-block H” problem for V, can be transformed into a Hankel 
approximation problem for Hp. (See Fuhrmann and Ober [S].) 
We are going to show that any solution of this Hankel approximation 
problem (for H,*) gives a special solution of the Hankel approximation 
problem for Hp. This considerably generalizes the similar result in Section 8 
of Fuhrmann and Ober [6], which is about the scalar case, where the 
uniqueness of the solution of the Hankel approximation problems can be 
used in the proofs. 
In this paper we shall use only that in the case of optimal Hankel 
approximations the error function is a constant times an all-pass function (cf. 
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Glover [7], Ball and Ran [2], Michaletzky [12]), i.e. (assuming that dim M < 
dim K < 03) the following equation holds: 
R* - q = PP, (6-l) 
where 4 E LmgcM Kj is an all-pass function in the sense that +*c$ = 1. Usually 
there are some donditions for the function q. For example, the number of 
poles of its stable part is less than or equal to a fKed given number. Of course 
the same equation can be considered for U*, too: 
v* = o@ + 1, (6.2) 
where @ E LOOBcM Nj is an all-pass function in the sense that a*@ = 1. 
In the case when dim K Q dim M < m, instead of the Hankel approxima- 
tion probleAm for Ha*, we can get similar equations when we approximate the 
operator HR. ,We shall compare the solution of this approximation problem 
with that of H,. The corresponding equations are 
R-q* =/..u$*, (6.3) 
where 4 E L&, Kj is an all-pass function in the sense that @* = I, and 
U=a’P+k, (6.4 
where W E LmBcK ,,,) is an all-pass function in the sense that 9* 9 = I. 
First-without referring directly to the Hankel approximation 
problem-we prove that the solutions of Equation (6.1) are in a one-to-one 
correspondence with a special class of solutions of Equation (6.2). 
Assume that dim M Q dim K (4*~$ = Z). 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Consider the equation !?* = u @ + 1. Zf @* @ = I, 
then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) gl = (1 - a2)Z, 
(ii) @*I = 0, 
(iii) U@ = al, 
and they imply that l*l = (1 - u2)Z. 
Proof. If 01 = (1 - u2)Z, then u@ = al and a*1 = @*v* - a@‘*@ -- 
= 0. If @*l = 0, then @*u* = al, 01 = U(U* - a@) = (1 - u2)Z, and 
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Z*Z = (0 - a@*)Z = (1 - (r2)Z. If V* = al, then VU* - Va@ = (1 - 
a2)Z, so uz = (1 - (r2)z. ??
THEOREM 6.1. The formulae 
u = p(1 + p2)y2, 
1 = (1 - cq( j&u4 + 6*>, 
c$:(+-l (ii* - 1) 
or inversely 
p = u(l - uy2 
1 
p$ = u*- 
1- v2 
9 = R* - /J4 
define a one-to-one correspondence between the solutions of the equations 
and 
R* - 9 = 1-4, 4*4 = 1, (6.5) 
ii* - z = aa, @p*@ = I, (6.6) 
with the additional restriction 
cp*z = 0. 
Proof. Assume that R* = ~4 + 9 holds. Then 6* = cr@ + Z is obti- 
ous. 
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Substituting the definition of 1 into (T @ = U* - 1, we get that aQ> = 
osfl* - ~(1 - a’)Z@. This implies that 
aZa*@ = u”VV* + /_2(1- a”)24*U*u+ 
= a4z + a2(1 - a2)4*4 = 02z, 
aa*1 = a”iE*(l- u2)2(b*U*u~ = 0, 
(1 - rr2)-2z*z = Z&p*u*u+ + VU* = (1 - fLr”)-lz. 
Conversely, assume that U* = a@ + 1 holds, and <D*l = 0. Then since 
% is a unitary function and 
L?V(*(l- 02)-iz = 
we get that 
u*(l -o”) 
-1 
1 
Z 
(1 - U2)-2z*z = I + [(l - o”)-lU*z*(l - cT2)-1u*z], 
which-in view of the previous proposition-proves the theorem. ??
The Hankel operators H, and H, usually specify solutions of the Hankel 
approximation problems. Now we prove that, for example, in the rational 
case, their rank (which is the dimension of the kernel space) is the same, 
which implies that the solution of the Hankel approximation problems for 
H,* with rank condition can be transformed easily into a special solution of 
the Hankel approximation problem for Hue. This interplay played an impor- 
tant role in the paper by Fuhrmann and Ober [6]. 
In general the following theorem holds. Compare this result with the 
analysis given in Section 8 in Fuhrmann and Ober [6], where the singular 
vectors of the corresponding Hankel operators are compared in the scalar 
case (dim M = dim K = 1). Since in that case the singular vectors determine 
the unique solution of the Hankel-approximation problems (see Adamjan, 
Arov, and Krein [l]), our theorem generalizes their result for the general 
vector case. 
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THEOREM 6.2. Consider an arbitrary solution q of (6.5), and let 1 be the 
corresponding solution of (6.6). Then Ker H, = Ker H,. 
Proof. Since R* = U*V, and ~4 = VI/(1 - a’), we obtain that 
On the other hand, if 5 E L&, then 
v, - ,$E KerU= ImU, 
so vL - Z/(1 - a’> = Uq. This implies that 
where 6 E Hi. In other words 
1 
-Hl = -PiUH,. (6.7) 
The assumption (5.1) implies that there is no element 77 E 17,” for which 
Uq I Hi; consequently Ker Hl = Ker H,. w 
REMARK. Using a similar argument, it can be proved that if 5 E Hi, 
~EH~,and~=Uq,then 
i 
1 
P,-qt= piu* q - -t * 
1 - Cr2 i 
An immediate corollary of Theorem (6.2) is the following. 
THEOREM 6.3. Assume that dim M Q dim K < m. Let U, 0, R be ratio- 
nal functions. Then if qj def mes a solution of a Hankel approximation 
problem of R* yielding a j th-order approximunt, then the corresponding 
function 1, provi&d by Theorem 6.2 determines a j th-order approximant of 
HV*. 
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REMARK. Theorem 6.2 naturally leads to the question about the connec- 
tion between the Schmidt pairs of H,, H,. Is it true that the stable singular 
vectors coincide? I think, in general, they are different, but I cannot give any 
positive answer to this problem. 
Assume now that dim M 2 dim K (#x$* = I). In these previous proposi- 
tions we have used the identity R = ZJ*V,. But we know that R can be 
defined as R = - W;T. Based on this identity, we can prove that the Hankel 
approximation problems for R and also for U are in close connection. We list 
only some of the statements without proofs. 
Since 
IlV,* + U*q*Ilm = - z II II wLT+q*, = (1 + llW;T + q*ll:)l’e, 
a standard one-block H, prqblem for V,* can be transformed into a Hankel 
approximation problem for HR. (See Fuhrmann and Ober [6].) 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Zf U = crq + k, q* W = I, then the following state- 
ments are equivalent: 
(i) U*(l - a2)-‘k = I, 
(ii) 9* k = 0, 
(iii) U* W = aZ, 
and they imply that 
k*k = (1 - a2)z. 
THEOREM 6.4. The formulae 
CT = p(l + /L2y2, 
k = (1 - a2)(-~i?*c$* + U), 
‘I’ = a-‘(U - k), 
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u 
I-L= 
(1 - u”)1’2 ’ 
k 
CLP = -q--q> 
9* =R-/.~4*, @* = 1, 
define a one-to-one correspondence between the solutions of the equations 
R-9* =/.L#J*, &#J* = 1, (6.8) 
and 
U-k=a’P, 1Ir*1Ir = I, 
with the additional restriction 
(6.9) 
‘P*k = 0. 
THEOREM 6.5. Consider an arbitrary s$ution 9 of_(6.8), and let k be the 
corresponding solution of (6.9). Then Ker H,* = Ker H,. 
7. MAXIMAL VECTORS OF THE HANKEL APPROXIMANTS 
In order to clarify some of the assumptions later in this section, let us 
consider the case when dim M = dim K = 1 and assume that there are only 
finitely many positive singular values of the Hankel operator H,* : p1 > pLz 
> *** > /,.L,, > 0 with the corresponding Schmidt pairs (&, vi), i = 1, . . . , n. 
In this case the unique solution of the minimal-error Hankel approximation 
problems is determined as follows: when we would like to approximate H,* 
with a Hankel operator of rank not greater than i, then the error is at least 
pi+ i, and in order to get the optimal solution we have to consider an 
operator which can be exchanged with the appropriate shift operators and 
which maps &+ i to vi+r. This determines the function + in (6.1) uniquely, 
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and the solution of the optimal Hankel approximation problem is given by H, 
(cf. Adamyan, Arov, and Krein [l]). Obviously 
(7.1) 
It can be proved that if the multiplicity of p as a singular value of H,* is 
greater than 1 (i.e., the same singular value belongs to different Schmidt 
pairs), then the function C#J does not depend on the particular choice of the 
corresponding Schmidt vectors. 
For a vector 5, denote by (- th e closed subspace generated by Smk&, 
k 2 0, and by 6’ the closed subspace generated by Skt, k > 0. 
Let us consider a Schmidt pair 5,~ of H,, with singular value CL, i.e., 
and 115 11 = llr~ll = 1. Then t+c Ker H, and T-C Ker fi,*, where 9 is de- 
fined using the construction outlined above. 
LEMMA 7.1. 
6) 5_nH~cIrnti,,77+n7FjK2cIrnH,*; 
(ii) q 5 E 5-n Hi, then p& = Pr,- H,, 5; 
(iii) if K E qf fl Hi then ~C#I*K = Pr,+ H, K; 
(iv) if 5 E 5’ n (-, then 5, C#J{ is also a Schmidt pair of H,* with 
singular value I_L. 
Proof. (i): If 5 E (- rl Hi, then it can be written as a limit of finite 
linear combinations ofA the form Xi_0 oj S-j(. But Cj”= 0 c~~S-j( = 
cjk_oq;s-j( = (i/p)HRz;=O~js-j7). 
(ii): Obviously C/NJ E v-. On the other hand, for every k z 0, 
(cLd’[, S-kd = (5, @;s-k() = (I, t?,S-kq) = (HA& S-k& 
proving (ii). 
(iii): Similar to (ii). 
(iv): Applying (i>, (“1, u and (iii), we get that if 5 E 5’ n [-, then H,* ( = 
144 and H,~T = PT. ??
REMARK. It can be proved that (in the scalar rational case) for any 
singular value CL of HE* there exists a Schmidt pair (5,771 for which the 
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subspace 5’ n t- contains all the singular vectors corresponding to the 
singular value p. (Compare this with Lemma 3.3 in Fuhrmann [5], which 
describes all the singular vectors with the same singular value-in the 
continuous time case-using a polynomial approach.) 
It is known that dim( 5’ n (- 1 - 1 is the number of zeros of 5 (consid- 
ered as a scalar rational function in H ‘) of absolute value 1 (cf. Hannan and 
Poskitt [lo]). It can also be proved that if p is a singular value of H,* then 
there exists a rational function p(z)/q(z) such that the set of stable Schmidt 
vectors corresponding to p coincides with the set of rational functions of the 
form p,(z)/g(z) where pr(z) I p(z) and all the zeros of p( z>/p,(z) are of 
absolute value one. 
In the case when p = p,,, the dimension of the subspa:e 5-n Hi is at 
least 12, so Lemma 7.1(i) assures that 5-f-l Hi = Im HR and similarly 
q+n @ = Im H,*. Consequently-denoting the corresponding functions 
by 4” and 9,-we get that 
(7.2) 
and 
4,* (Im H,* ) C Ker Hqn C Hi. (7.3) 
Let us now return to the general case with the assumption dim M < 
dim K. In the next proposition we compare the vectors satisfying Equation 
(7.1) for H- ue and Hp. (In the notation we always rely on the one-to-one 
correspondence provided by Theorem 6.1.) 
Proof. P;U*( = a@[ + PiI& - PN+ u@(, so the condition implies that 
P> 6*[ = 15. So Theorem 6.2 implies that 5 E Ker H,. On the other hand, 
tJ*r I Im U 1 (Im U> n Hi = NH:>. It follows that U*Zt E i?i”, i.e. &$ 
E sr,2. W 
The following proposition compares the maximal vectors of the Hankel 
operators H, and H+. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. 
Ker g,,. 
lf&EH; and@(&i;, then ~$5 E FI,“. Also 45 E 
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Proof. If a,$ E Hi, then P,flr = PN+ v*( I (Im U) n Hi. On the other 
hand, &J = U*l/(l - IT 2), so $6 E Hi is equivalent to 15 _L V( Hi). Since 
U( Hi) = (Im U) n Hi, we obtain that 45 E ai. 
Finally, 
i 
1* 
1 
1 
q*/.L+( = v,* - - uu* - = 1 - a2 1 - UY v,*------ II, 2 5‘- 15 - cr2 
using that 
UU”=Z-u*iT, 
l= 6* - g@,andV,*G* = 1. ??
Lemma 7.1 explains the assumptions of the following proposition. 
LEMMA 7.2. 
(i) Assume tkat 5 is an element of Hi for which 45 E Ker A,, C Hi. 
Then a( E Ker H,. c #j. 
(ii) Assume that 5 is an element of gi ,e Ker H, for which +*t E 
KerHg c Hi. Then for all 11 E fii 8 Ker Hu for which 5 = U*q, the 
inclusions @“q, l*v E Hi hold true. 
Proof. (i): In view of the equations 
and 
we obtain that U* a,$ E Ei, zz @,5 E g,$. But U( Hj) and vL( Hi > generate 
Hi, so it follows that a,5 E Hi. 
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On the other hand Z* @ = 0. 
(ii): We have 
Theorem 3.1 implies that 07 E Hi, so we obtain that a’*~ and also Z*n are 
in Hi. ??
REMARK. Since Ker H, = Ker H,, the previous proposition implies that 
in the case (ii) u@ - a’*~ E Ker H,. 
Let us point out the asymmetry betw:en (i) and (ii) in the lemma. In (i> 
we were able to prove that Q E Ker H,*, but in (ii) only g 0~ - a’*~ E 
Ker H, holds. 
8. dim M = dim K 
In this section we are going to analyse the case when R is a square 
function: dim M = dim K; more precisely, we assume that #+* = +*+ = I, 
i.e., the function 4 in Equations (6.1) and (6.3) is all-pass in both senses. 
We show that in this case the pair of functions Z*, k can play a similar 
role to T7, U. 
THEOREM 8.1 (Cf. Theorem 13.4 in Fuhrmann and Ober [S]). Assume 
that c#+* = Z and c$*c$ = I. C onsider the corresponding functions 1, k defined 
by Theorems 6.1 and 6.4, respectively. Then: 
(i) Z*k = 0, II* + kk* = (1 - a2)Z, &A* = uq*, and pk4 = 
-u@. 
(ii) ZfR E H&, Mj, q E fG&, Kj, then there exists a unique solution of 
the equations 
k* 
(I _ U2)/2g = z, 
1* 
(1 _ u2)l/2g = -4*> (8.1) 
where g E HBm(K,Nj. 
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(iii) Zf9* E Hgm(K,Mj and c$* R*( Hi) c Ker H, C Hi, then there exists 
a unique solution of the equations 
where f E H&M. Nj. 
Proof. (i): Using the definition of I, k [Z = (1 - a2X pUc#~ + i?*), 
k = (1 - a2)(-p-LU*$* + U)], di ret computation gives that Z* k = (1 - t 
v”)~(-_~u#I* + p4*) = 0. -- Similar&, II* + kk* = (1 - a2)‘(p2UU* + 
@#xi + @@u* + u*u + #usu*u - @*+*u* - /Lu$z + vu*) = 
(1 - ~‘)~(l + p2)Z. This gives that ZZ* + kk* = (1 - 02)Z. Also, &Z* = 
(1 - cr2)(/_& + 1”2u*) = (1 - a2)U* - k* + (1 - a2)p2U* = a**. 
Similar arguments leads to the last identity in (i). 
(ii): Theorem 3.1(i) gives that 1 E HtcM ,,,) and k* E HgcK Nj. Using the 
definition of the functions 1 and k in the equation above, direct calculation 
gives that the only solution of (8.1) is 
g = (1 - cr”)1’2(u - /x7*+* - ,*,* - /_d@9*). 
It remains to prove that g E HgcK, Nj. Substituting the equation 9* = R - 
&* and using that fl* + @J4 = Z/(1 - cr2), we get that 
1 
g = (1 _ a2y2 (U - ZR), 
which is obviously in HICK, Nj. 
(iii): Theorem 3.1(i) gives that now Z* E HicN, Mj and k E HztN, Kj. Again 
direct calculation gives that the only solution of (8.2) is 
f = (1 - crs)1’2( u* + /.Lu4 + u9 - pf7*4*9). 
It remains to prove that f E HgcM, Nj. Using that v* + @$ = Z/(1 - a2) 
and U9 + Z/(1 - cr2) = U(p4 + 9) + v* = uu*q_ + u* = v, E 
H” BcM, Nj, we have to prove that 0*4*9 E HicM, Nj. In other words, +*95 E 
Ker Hp if 5 E Hi. But Ker Hp = Ker H,* and R*4*95 = 94*R*t E Hi 
according to the assumptions. W 
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REMARK. Equation (7.3) shows that in the scalar case (dim M = dim 
K = 1) the conditions in (iii) of this theorem are fulfilled for 4 = 4,. 
(Compare with Corollary 12.1 in Fuhrmann and Ober [6].) 
9. RATIONAL CASE 
In this section we assume that all the functions considered until now are 
rational matrix functions, or in other words the corresponding Hankel opera- 
tors are of finite rank. 
Denote by pi, i = I..., n, the nonzero singular values of H,* (in 
decreasing order); (&, &), i = 1, . . . , n, are the corresponding Schmidt vec- 
tors; similarly, cri, i = 1, . . . , n, are the singular values of H,-* (and those of 
H,,) with singular vectors (&, vi), i = 1,. . . , n. Also we assume that dim M 
= dim K < CQ; in particular f#~$* = 1, 4*$ = 1. 
Hankel Approximation 
Consider the Hankel approximation equations for p = p,,. (In order to 
indicate this in the notation, we put index n on the quantities appearing in 
the Hankel approximations.) Denote the multiplicity of JL, by r. Assume that 
4* = 4: E H&J). In this case 4* = +,* = (l/pu,XR - qn*) is an inner 
function. Suppose that dim Im H+_ = 2n - r. 
THEOREM 9.1. 
(i) The singular values of Hqn are pi, i = 1,. . . , n - r, with the corre- 
sponding (unnormalized) Schmidt pairs (Pr,, d,n* &, Prim H li)* 
(ii) The singular values of [l/(1 - a,2)“21H1n are cri, I”= 1,. . . , n - r, 
with the corresponding (unnormulized) Schmidt pairs (Pr,, ~j,,* &, Prim “,,nj). 
Proof. First we are going to prove that 4°C Hi 0 Ker H,*) C Ker l?,; 
and +z(F?,2 8 Ker fi,) C Ker H,“. 
Since 4,* is an inner function, the Hankel operator H4. is a multiplica- 
tion operator on Hi 8 Ker H+“, i.e., 
H4, 5 = 4 5 if [E Hi 8 KerH4”. 
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On the other hand Ker H,” n Ker Ha* C Ker H+“, so 
A 
2n-r=dimImH~* < n dimImtis+dimImti~E=2n-r. 
Thus 
Consequently the subspace Im I$,: n Ker H," is n-dimensional and the 
multiplication operator defined by 4,, maps it to Im H,* , because on Ker e4 
the operators H,* an d pH+,. coincide. This implies that 4,* (gi 8 Ker HRj 
C Ker H,". 
The inclusion 4°C Hi 8 Ker HR*) c Ker E?,: can be proved similarly. 
(i): Obviously pi li = HRs ei = p,c#+, & + Hqn &. The vectors on the 
right-hand side are orthogonal, because the first is in Ker H,; and the second 
is in Im H,". This gives that 
Similarly pi li = Z?a li = p,,+,*& + fi,: 5,. Th e vectors on the right-hand side 
are again orthogonal, because the first is in Ker H," and the second is in 
Im H,:. Thus 
(ii>: We know already that from the assumptions it follows that a, ti E Hi, 
1x@,, = 0, and that (p,*qi~ Hi, l,(U - u;'@z)q E Hi. 
Also Hp& = aiq, Uq = ai&. On the other hand Hp& = HI"& + 
ui@,, 5. The assumptions guarantee that on the right-hand side we have an 
orthogonal decomposition, and 
Let us consider the operator gIE. Since 1: + (a,,@: - a,2u) = (1 - 
u,,~)V, we get that 
z,*qi + (a,@,* - u”2u)qi = (1 - Un2)Ui& 
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and again on the left-hand side we have an orthogonal decomposition, 
because Lemma 7.2 implies that the second term is in Ker H,“. Consequently, 
This means that the vectors 
are mapped into each other. But in order to find the correct constant we have 
to compute the norm of these vectors: 
IlPr Im H,~ Till2 = vi - :an5, 
II t II 
2 = llVil12 - %Jll@ntil12 
I 
u2 
=l_-Z- 
ui2 . 
Also 
IlPr h ftln* 6ill” = 1 - llPrKerHIn &l12. 
We have obtained that 
Pr Ker H, 
In tiew of llU*7~11~ = llql12 - II&II2 = 1 - ai we get that 
2 
IlPr Im ti,“* till” = ’ - 
U”2(1 - Ui2) 1 =p 
$(l - cT”2) 1 - un2 i I l-a;, ui2 ’ 
which proves (ii). ??
Nehari Extension 
Consider the Hankel approximation equations for p = pr, and assume 
that 4 = q1 E HBm(M.Kj (in other words, we consider the Nehari extension of 
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the function II*). (To indicate this in the notation we put index 1 on the 
quantities appearing in the solution.) In this case 1, E H&M,Nj, kT E 
H” B(K N)> where 1, and k, are the functions defined by Theorems 6.1, 6.4, 
respectively. 
Assume that the multiplicity of pi is r. 
Let us define the vectors oi, pi, A,, ~~ by the following equations. 
CT,@1 & = tTi7& + hi, hi E Hi, 
Observe that our assumption implies that on the right-hand sides we have 
orthogonal decompositions, because in each sum one of the vectors is in the 
appropriate Hz space while the other one is in f12. 
Let us introduce the following notation: 
THEOREM 9.2. 
(i) The singular values of H s7 are p1 with multiplicity dim Mql, with 
M, , M,: the corresponding singular subspaces; and pi> i = r + 1,. . . , n, 
witL (a,, pi), i = r + 1, . . . , n, the corresponding (unnormulized) Schmidt 
pairs. 
(ii) The singular values of [l/(1 - u~)‘/~]H,: are (+1 with multiplicity 
dim MqI, with Mll, Ml: the corresponding singular subspaces; and a,, i = 
1 , . . . , n - r, with (hi, K*), i = r + 1,. . . , n, the corresponding (unnormul- 
ized) Schmidt pairs. 
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proof. (i): Observe that the vectors pi, i = 1,. . . , 12, span the subspace 
Im(Pi 4: HR*). We are going to prove that 
Im H,: = Im( Pi4THR*) fB M,:. 
To this aim observe that Im H,: = Im( PG 4: 1 Hi) and 
On the other hand, Hl 8 Im(P,fr&lH;) = Mql. Moreover, if 5 E M,, then 
This proves that M,,, MqT are singular subspaces of H,; with singular value 
CL. 
The proof of the rest of the first statement is short and standard (see for 
example Gombani [9]) but for the sake of completeness we outline it. It is an 
immediate consequence of the equation (9.1) that 
II pill2 = Pi - Pf’ 
Also 
= Pi Pi* 
(Here we have used the identity +T+, = I.) In the same way 
z-iql pi = /.L(cq. 
(ii): Since @T @ = Z we can repeat the first part of the previous argu- 
ment. We obtain that 
Im H,: = h(&@:IH$), 
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and 
Again 
We are going to prove that M,: = M,:. Namely, if 5 E M,, then let 
5 = -[l/(1 - ara)‘/‘]Ul. In this case 5 E Hi, and since @T U = - (1 - 
a~>‘/“+:, we get that a:[= 4Tl. C onversely, if t E Ml then defining 
l= -[l/(1 - a,2)“2]kT~ the identity -a,@: = Z.~4Fkt leads to the 
equation $J:[ = @T&. 
At the same time if 6 E Ml, then 
Concerning the second part of (ii) similarly to (i) but now using the third 
equation of (9.1) (and @T @r = I>, we get the identities 
llhil12 = u1” - ui2 
and 
H,: /ii = ui Ki. 
Now (since @r@T is different from I) we cannot conclude that the norm of 
Ki is <a; - fr.2)1’2. 
First obseike that 6~ = vi &, implying that - 1:~~ = K~. 
At the same time, applying the identity pl@U* = I:/(1 - a:) - 0 for 
3, we get orthogonal vectors on the right-hand side because Z:qi E Ei and 
Uqi E H;. Thus 
ll~:Vill” 
(1 - a,2) 
+ llf&l12 = pqljU*qll = /.LT - P~llvrl,~~2~ 
This gives that 
IlKill = llz~qil12 = (1 - uf)(uf - Ui2). 
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Multiplying the first equation in (9.1) by k, and using Theorem 8.1, we 
obtain that 
Apply Theorem 3.1(i) for vi. We get that -l?BU*ni = E?uni = ui &. On 
the o!her hand H, & = pi &. Since both U*ni and li are orthogonal to 
Ker HR, we get that 
Substituting this into the second equation in (9.1) and using again the 
identity we have used above we obtain that 
Pi 
Ui(l - u1”) Ki + Pi Si 
giving that 
pi = I4 
u,(l - CT?) Ki* 
[Let us remark that since Theorem 8.1 implies that 
( 1 _:y ’ 
4 
(1 _ ,#2’ and -4; 
have the s:me relaconship as U, U, R*, we can apply Theorem 5.8, conclud- 
ing that Hll and Hql share the same (unstable) singular vectors, i.e., pi and 
~~ must coincide up to a constant factor. The previous argument gives the 
right constant.] 
Finally, using that I!?,, = - PG k, fiq,, we can conclude that 
&,Ki = -Pu’k&, 
Ui(l - a:> 
Pi 
pi = -Pnf;kpi(l - u,2)ai 
= Ui(l - q/ii, 
which proves the theorem. 
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